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Simple pulse sequences are introduced that make it possible to
cquire experimental Hartmann–Hahn transfer functions for ar-
itrary multiple-pulse sequences in a single shot. With this ap-
roach it is possible to study the detailed dependence of coher-
nce-transfer functions on experimental parameters in real
ime. © 1999 Academic Press

Key Words: single-shot experiment; Hartmann–Hahn transfer;
EHAHA; TOCSY; coherence-transfer functions.

INTRODUCTION

Homonuclear and heteronuclear Hartmann–Hahn tra
as become one of the most important techniques fo

ransfer of polarization and coherence in high-resolution N
pectroscopy (1–6). The mixing time dependence of the in
rated intensities of cross peaks and diagonal peaks is giv

he corresponding coherence-transfer functions. The tra
unctions depend on a number of parameters, such a
oupling topology, coupling constants, relaxation rates, an
ixing sequence used. The acquisition of experimental co
nce-transfer functions can provide information about the

imal duration of Hartmann–Hahn periods in multidimensio
xperiments in the presence of experimental imperfection
elaxation. Furthermore, experimental coherence-transfer
ions contain information about the size and relative sig
oupling constants. Coherence-transfer functions can be
yzed directly by comparing them to theoretical transfer fu
ions that can be calculated analytically (1–5, 7–11) or numer-
cally (1, 12–16). For the determination of coupling constant
an be more convenient to analyze so-called coherence-tr
pectra (15, 17–19), which are obtained from the coheren
ransfer functions by a Fourier transformation. However,
cquisition of experimental coherence-transfer functions
e rather time-consuming. In high-resolution NMR, tran

unctions have been extracted from a series of two-dimens
xperiments with a range of different mixing times (with

ypical total measuring time of days) (1, 14, 20, 21), from a
wo-dimensional experiment where the Hartmann–Hahn

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax:149 69 7982 9128
-mail: sg@org.chemie.uni-frankfurt.de.
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ng period is incremented in concert with the evolution pe
1 (22) or from a series of one-dimensional experiments w
ange of different mixing times using selective excitation (w
typical total measuring time of several hours) (1, 17, 23, 24).
owever, in solid-state NMR it has been demonstrated tha
ynamic variation of a given spin system can be obse
lmost instantly in Hartmann–Hahn-type experiments base
string of short pulses with delays (25). Here, we present

imple extension of this approach that makes it possib
cquire experimental coherence transfer functions in a s
hot for arbitrary multiple-pulse sequences (with a typical
easuring time of seconds). Single-shot experiments
reviously been successfully used for a number of applicat
uch as the sampling of zero-quantum coherence (26), moni-
oring the motion of a spin during a shaped pulse (27), and
iffusion measurements (28–31). The method is also close
elated to homonuclear decoupling experiments in liquids32).

EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1 shows the simplest pulse sequences for the
cquisition of heteronuclear Hartmann–Hahn coherence-t

er functions. These sequences can be applied if both spI
ndS) are on resonance in the doubly rotating frame and

urther signals are present in the spectrum of the detected
. The detection period follows immediately after the exc
ion of spin I (Fig. 1A) or spinS (Fig. 1B) and consists ofN
lternating periodst and D. Heteronuclear Hartmann–Ha

ransfer takes place during the periodt which is an intege
ultiple of the cycle timetc of the mixing sequence.D is the
inimum delay that is needed to acquire a single data poiak

ithout perturbation by the preceding RF irradiation. T
mplitude of the pointsak with 1 # k # N represents th

ntegrated amplitude of the spinI spectrum after the accum
ated mixing time tmix 5 kt. Hence, the acquired sign
irectly represents the desired coherence-transfer functionD

t ! JIS
21, the effect of the heteronuclear coupling can

gnored duringD.
Experimental single-shot coherence transfer functions

cquired for theI 3S spin system (I 5 19F, S 5 1H) of
alothane (2-bromo-2-chloro-1,1,1-triflouroethane) with a
1090-7807/99 $30.00
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press
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ronuclear coupling constantJIS of 5 Hz. The sequenc
IPSI-21 (33, 34) was irradiated simultaneously at the re
ance frequencies of spinsI andS (with an RF amplitude of
Hz and an uncompensated 308x spin-lock pulse) during th
eriod t 5 tc 5 5.76 ms. In the spectrometer used (Bru
RX-600 with a QXI probe), the minimum delay betwee
eriod of RF irradiation and the point of data acquisition
n the order of 50ms. Including a sampling time of 3ms, a
elay D 5 54 ms was used in our experiments. The exp
ental transfer functionsTII for the transferFx3 Fx (Fig. 2A)
ndTSI for the transferSx 3 Fx (Fig. 2B) with Fx 5 ¥ k51

3 I kx

ere acquired with the sequences shown in Fig. 1A and
espectively. For comparison, theoretical coherence-tra
unctions (dashed curves) are also shown in Fig. 2 for anI 3S
ystem under planar mixing (1). In the absence of relaxatio
he transfer functionsTII andTSI are given by (4, 17)

TII~tmix! 5
1

24
$19 1 2 cos~a! 1 2 cos~Î3a! 1 cos~2a!%

[1]

nd

TSI~tmix! 5
1

24
$5 2 2 cos~a! 2 2 cos~Î3a! 2 cos~2a!%,

[2]

FIG. 1. Basic pulse sequences for the single-shot acquisition of he
uclear Hartmann–Hahn transfer functions (I x 3 I x (A) and Sx 3 I x (B)).
artmann–Hahn transfer duringt and the acquisition of a data pointak is

epeatedN times. The phase of the 90° excitation pulse isy.
-

r

s

-

B,
fer

ith a 5 pJIStmix. In order to fit the experimental data and
imic the effect of relaxation, these transfer functions w
ultiplied with an exponential damping function of the fo
xp{2tmix/Tdamp}. The dashed curves correspond to a het
uclear coupling constantJIS 5 5 Hz and an exponenti
amping constantTdamp 5 700 ms.
Figure 3 shows a slightly modified single-shot sequence

wo additional 180° pulses during the periodD. This simple
odification eliminates offset effects of spinS during the
elaysD. In addition,JIS is effectively decoupled duringD and
ence the conditionD ! t ! JIS

21 can be relaxed. With th
mproved sequence it is possible to measure the offset d
ence of transfer functions for windowless Hartmann–H
equences. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4A, which sh
xperimental transfer spectra for the transferFx 3 Fx with n I

0 and21.5 kHz# nS # 1.5 kHz. The complete set of 6
ransfer functions was acquired in a total measurement tim
3 minutes. In order to reduce offset effects induced by
80° pulses that are applied duringD, they were implemente
sing composite pulses (90x240y90x) with an RF amplitude o
kHz and an additional 60° phase shift, yielding an effec

FIG. 2. Experimental (solid) and simulated (dashed) coherence-tra
unctions of theI 3S spin system (I 5 19F, S 5 1H) of halothane withJIS 5

Hz. The experimental transfer functionsTII (Fx3 Fx) (A) andTSI(Sx3 Fx)
B) with Fx 5 ¥ k51

3 I kx were acquired with the sequences shown in Fig. 1A
B, respectively. The Hartmann–Hahn sequence was DIPSI-21 with an RF
mplitude of 5 kHz with a cycle timetc 5 5.8 ms.N 5 256 data pointsak

ere acquired in a single shot.
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189COMMUNICATIONS
andwidth of62.1 kHz (35). The duration ofD was 300ms
nd 256 data pointsak were acquired. The resolution of t
oherence-transfer spectra was increased using linear p
ion to 2048 points and by multiplying the resulting tra
er functions by an exponential damping function withTdamp 5
50 ms.
For comparison, coherence transfer functions were s

ated using the program SIMONE (15) for the same range
ffsets and the DIPSI-21 sequence with an RF amplitude o
Hz. An exponential damping function with a longerTdamp of
.2 s was applied in order to resolve the individual cohere

FIG. 3. Modified single-shot sequence for the detection of the o
ependence of heteronuclear coherence-transfer functions. The hard (o
osite) 180° pulses eliminate the effects of an offsetnS and of the hetero
uclear couplingJIS during D.

FIG. 4. Experimental (A) and simulated (B) offset dependence o
artmann–Hahn sequence was DIPSI-21 (same experimental parameters a
. The spinsI were on resonance, whereas the offset of spinS was increme
as about 13 minutes.
ic-
-

u-

e-

ransfer frequencies. The corresponding coherence tra
pectra are shown in Fig. 4B. Forn I 5 nS 5 0, the expecte
ransfer frequencies ofJIS/ 2 5 62.5 Hz,=3 JIS/ 2 5 64.33
z, andJIS 5 65 Hz are found with an intensity ratio of 2:2
s predicted by Eq. [1]. The remaining discrepancies bet
xperimental and simulated coherence transfer spectra c
ttributed to the different linewidths and the effects of

nhomogeneity, which were not included in the simulation

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we demonstrated the acquisition of Hartma
ahn coherence-transfer functions in a single shot by i
ucing delays in windowless multiple-pulse sequences. I
orable spin systems this leads to a drastic reduction o
otal measurement time and makes it possible to investiga
etailed dependence of coherence-transfer functions on e

mental parameters. The method relies on the selective e
ion of the source spin and the selective acquisition of the t
pins. This can be readily accomplished for heteronu
artmann–Hahn transfer as demonstrated for theI 3S spin
ystem of halothane. However, the method may also be a
able to homonuclear spin systems if selective pulses are
or excitation and to align all spins except for the target
long thez axis during the acquisition windowD.

t
om-

e coherence-transfer spectraFx 3 Fx for the I 3S system of halothane. Th
Fig. 2); 61 single-shot experiments were acquired with the sequence sh
in steps of 50 Hz in the range between61.5 kHz. The total experiment tim
f th
s in
nted
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